
Ally for Websites goal is to increase the accessibility 

of content published on university’s websites. 

With Ally for Websites, universities can proactively solve 

the problem of website accessibility and build an accessible 

university culture.
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Blackboard Ally for Websites

is a part of educloud, 

a new generation of IT solutions for universities 

concentrated on the Students 

and their needs.
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Benefits

Important facilitation for people 
with disabilities and people who have 
difficulties in perception of digital 
content

Flexibility in choosing the most 
suitable format for users needs

Access without unnecessary waiting - 
conversion to alternative formats takes 
from a few seconds to a maximum 
of a few minutes (for large documents)

Increased awareness of accessibility

Effectively eliminate barriers 
and reach people with special needs

Close monitoring of accessibility, 
easier prioritization of actions 
and shorter response time thanks
 to automatic reports

Immediate insight into the 
accessibility level of university’s 
website

Support in creating a more 
inclusive digital environment 
of university

Reaching and engaging new 
groups of website audience

Website users Website administrators and editors University

Functionality

Integration with the website content management 
system (CMS) used by the university

Checking the accessibility of both the page content 
and the materials posted as files

Fast and automated creation of alternative content 
formats (OCR PDF, HTML, Audio, ePub, electronic Braille)

Automatically generate a translation of the page content 
in another language

Feedback for teachers and content editors 
on the accessibility of created content

Context information and advice for further actions

Automatic identification of problems with accessibility 
of the website content

Generating reports on website content accessibility 
with a list of issues sorted by priority

Supporting your university in meeting the international 
WCAG 2.0 accessibility standards

User
interface

New,
modern
web and mobile
interface

SCHEDULE A DEMO 
At your university or through a video call.
Contact us! 


